Using these styles in EndNote – some tips

To be used in conjunction with the Medical Imaging and Radiation Sciences Harvard and Vancouver style guidelines:

1. To reference a web page, see the instruction: How to enter data for a web page in EndNote

2. To reference a report,
   a. Harvard: insert the access details to produce the ‘viewed [date, year]’ statement, in the ‘Access date’ field
   b. Vancouver: use either the ‘Year’ or ‘Date’ field for the publication year; not both.

3. To reference a journal article access online which doesn’t have a doi, change the reference type from journal article to electronic article. Insert the access details to produce the ‘viewed [date, year]’ statement, in the ‘Date Accessed’ field.
   a. Harvard: If accessed via a database, insert the web address in the Database Provider, otherwise use the URL field.
   b. Vancouver: Only use the URL field.

4. Sometimes a comma doesn’t appear in a reference. Go back to the reference in your EndNote Library and click in the field for the element after which the comma should appear (e.g. the title). See if there’s a space at the end of the text. If so, remove it. The comma should appear in the reference.

    Contact the Subject Librarian with queries, telephone 9905 2099.